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A Youth Workshop was held with nineteen high school students at Virginia High School on March 24, 2015. 
Participating students were a mixture of freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors. The purpose of the 
workshop was to engage Bristol’s youth and give them an opportunity to share concerns, issues, 
aspirations, and priorities regarding development of the Bristol Comprehensive Plan. The workshop 
centered around three main questions:  

• What are five challenges or issues facing Bristol, VA? 
• What are three specific projects or actions you would like to see undertaken within Bristol, VA? 
• What are the things you like best about Bristol, VA? 

The following is a summary of the thoughts, comments, and opinions received in response to these three 
questions. Some comments were shared with the entire group of students, while others were recorded 
privately on worksheets. It is important to note that the items identified in this summary are not 
recommendations or observations of the consultant, but rather feedback and comments received from 
those who participated in the workshop. 

Top Issues  
Students were asked to write down and then voice five issues or concerns facing business in Bristol, 
Virginia. This brought forth a variety of responses; however, many responses were interrelated, 
complementary, or sub-sets of other responses. Accordingly, the responses were grouped into common 
themes.  

Blight & Vacancy  
Students expressed concern over Bristol’s physical appearance. Vacant homes, blighted storefronts, and 
trash in yards and public areas create an unattractive physical environment and communicate a negative 
impression of the community.  

Need for Youth Activities  
Many students felt that Bristol did not have enough things for youth to do, especially after dark. Students 
repeatedly stated that there were “no places to hang out” and a “lack of youth activities.” This includes 
after-school programming as well as recreational spaces such as a gym or a pool. One student wrote, 
“There is not a gym that is open for us on the weekends to keep us from being bored and getting into 
trouble.”  

Bristol Mall 
The Bristol Mall was repeatedly cited as a key issue. Students stated that it was one of the few places that 
they could congregate and socialize, however, many stores are closing and students feel that it is no longer 
meeting their shopping and social needs. Concern was expressed that the mall would shut down for good. 
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Poor Connectivity  
The lack of sidewalks, bike lanes, and trails within Bristol makes it extremely difficult to move throughout 
the community, especially for those who do not have their driver’s license yet. One student wrote that 
s/he sees “people walking on dangerous roads because there are no sidewalks.”  

School Operations  
Budget shortfalls within the public school system were a top concern for students. Many students felt that 
too many resources have been dedicated to “The Falls,” thus taking away resources that could have been 
spent on better facilities and educational programming. Another schooling issue was displeasure with 
cafeteria lunches. Students noted that the school’s low-calorie lunches do not properly sustain them for 
classwork and after-school sports.  

Deteriorating Road Infrastructure & Increasing Traffic  
Students noted that Bristol’s road infrastructure could use improvement. Some roads have potholes and 
can be difficult to drive on. Unnecessary road changes and prolonged construction have increased 
congestion, students say.  As a result of the construction of The Falls, many students wonder if the existing 
roadways can handle the increased demand that will result from new shoppers. Exit 7 was reported as 
already experiencing significant congestion.  

Top Project or Actions 
Workshop participants suggested a wide range of action items to improve Bristol. Specific projects and 
actions suggested are listed below, grouped into common topic areas: 

Governance & Civic Projects 
• Hold city-wide clean-up days 
• Create an organization that cooks food for the homeless 
•  Expand local soup kitchens and the Salvation Army 
• Reducing the number of families in poverty 
• See more people voting 

Education 
• Repurpose part of the Bristol Mall into an elementary school 
• Help make higher education possible for everyone 
• Improve the school system  
• Build ultra-modern school buildings and facilities  

Revitalization  
• Restore old homes and find uses for buildings we already have  
• Fix or tear down blighted buildings  
• Fix things up to make Bristol look better 
• Repurpose abandoned buildings 

Recreation & Youth Activities 
• Build bigger, better parks  
• Attract a water park and amusement park  
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• Attract a better hang out place for students 
• Build more sports facilities 
• Provide a safe place for kids to get together and hang out  
• Build a recreation complex with everything (e.g. pool, gym) in one location 

Economic Development  
• Attract an outlet mall 
• Attract big industry 
• Attract more vendors and shops to the Farmers Market 
• Repurpose the Executive Plaza building into a hotel  
• Bring in specialized jobs, similar to Eastman or Kingsport 
• Attract more shopping centers  
• Recruit new stores to the mall  
• Attract more restaurants  
• Attract a Footlocker, Champs, or Finish Line  
• Providing more types of jobs (not many places to develop a career) 

Transportation & Connectivity 
• Construct running trails  
• Bring passenger rail to the train station 
• Put in more sidewalks and crosswalks  
• Make roads wider so that it is easier to get to places 

Culture  
• Hold more events, similar to Rhythm and Roots 
• Take advantage of Bristol’s culture and heritage 

Other 
• Protect land from overdevelopment 
• Build more subdivisions 

Primary Strengths & Assets 
Lastly, students were asked to identify Bristol’s major strengths and assets. Specific strengths and assets 
listed by workshop participants are listed below: 

• Rhythm and Roots 
• Safe 
• Bristol has much more to offer than the average small town 
• Blackbird Bakery 
• Local culture  
• Bristol Motor Speedway & NASCAR race 
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